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Abstract. Often when we approach the study of lithologies coming from the urban environment, but in general, even from any other environment, be it a quarry, a mine, an outcrop of our interest, the first study we carry out is the one in reflected-light optical-microscopy. Reflected-light microscopy in respect to transmitted-light microscopy requires minimal sample preparation, having to polish a single surface and without the need to thin the samples to allow light to pass through them. It may be useful, already in the first analysis, to try to produce quantitative data on what we are observing. A further advantage of reflected light in an urban environment is that of being able to observe and describe the formation or interaction between opaque minerals and the environment. Information that we lose by passing directly to the transmitted light. The information that can be useful to us and that we can obtain are the relative porosity of the sample, the texture (when easily recognizable in reflected light), the maximum size and shape of the edges of the grains. To all this is added the relationship between the areas of the different crystallites identified and the possible background mass, which cannot be solved on the observation scale. When we are dealing with many samples, we do not always have the time to be able to study individually sample by sample through images, so we resort to the use of image analysis tools for image segmentation and analysis. Among these, the main thresholding method with the Otsu method, the segmentation with the k averages algorithm, and, finally, a neural network of the SOM type. In this short work, we will review the main methods of image segmentation plus an innovative method developed by our group, highlighting its strengths and weaknesses.

1. Introduction
In Tuscany, walking through places inhabited by the Etruscans, everyone will have come across small pebbles or fragments of dark materials with a metallic sheen. They probably are hematite, coming from the Island of Elba, which has now become part of the context of ancient urban geology [1]. Following the Punic wars, this mineral, coming from the Island of Elba (Tuscan Archipelago, Italy) became the main source for obtaining the iron useful for producing the swords used by the ancient Romans [2,3]. The production of this metal has generated in the area of the Gulf of Baratti (Tuscany, Italy) a considerable accumulation of raw mineral in the form of minute fragments of rock, sand and fine dust, as well as an abundant presence of melting slag [2]. The common first analytical approach towards these materials is constituted by optical microscopy (OM) as suggested by several authors [4–6] and only after by XRF, XRD, SEM and XANES [7]. At the current state of research, a new method based on the analysis of rare earth elements (REE) carried out on the sediments in place could lead to an identification of the FeOx layers formed by natural processes, distinguishing them from the actually anthropogenic ones [8]. In the field of geomaterials analysis, when we refer to OM, we immediately think about...
transmitted light. The possibility of working also in reflected light offers us at least two advantages: i) by simply polishing one face of the sample we can obtain useful information; ii) we can also obtain information on those minerals that instead reflect light (opaque) which also have their importance in understanding the type of material, its texture, and the relationships between the different crystallites present. When we take samples of a geomaterial, coming from the urban environment, having to prepare it for analysis in transmitted light, it would always be useful to analyse a polished face also in reflected light. The Vickers micro-hardness together with the micro-spectrophotometry (MSP), remains today the preferred aid in the identification of opaque minerals in specimens for reflected light microscopy [9]. With the development of new technologies and the increasingly important presence in the research of analysis algorithms, classification and segmentation techniques have become increasingly routine. In some sectors such as diagnostics applied to cultural heritage [10–16], segmentation techniques, sometimes even very advanced ones, are on the agenda [17–21]. In the field of geomatics, there are several applications of image segmentation analysis, especially as regards the identification, classification, and quantification of iron ore [4,5,22–25]. The use of neural networks for the segmentation of images in the analysis of geomatics has been addressed in several works concerning elementary mapping using LIBS spectroscopy [26–29], where it has proved to be very effective and functional in obtaining segments with the same properties of element associations, for fast clustering and analysis using calibration-free methods (CF). The image segmentation carried out by optical microscopy in reflected light is very complex [30]. There are several factors in the capture of microscope images that can create noise in the acquired image. An image carried out by reflected microscopy is composed mainly of a Light signal plus a noise as follows:

\[ I = S_I + N \]  

(1)

where \( I \) is the acquired image, \( S_I \) is the light reflected from the sample and \( N \) is the mixed noise. The noise \( N \) is the sum of different types of noise: electronic noise, due to the high sensitivity of the CCD sensor used, white noise due to the white balancing of the image, and instrumental noise due to the optical path of the microscope. To reduce the influence of this noise on the acquired image, we can calibrate our image by acquiring in the same conditions of acquisition of the sample image also a dark image (a photograph taken with the camera shutter completely closed) and an image of the white (a photo taken on a white reference) [31–36]. The subtraction of dark reference reduces the effect of electronic noise due to the high sensitivity of the CCD, while the subtraction of white balances the white of the image and reduces the effects of chromatic aberration due to the optical path of the microscope [37]. Before starting to work with any type of image it is good to carry out a calibration of the same using the black and white references, with the following formula:

\[ I_{\text{corr}} = \frac{(I_{x,y} - Bl_{x,y})}{(Wh_{x,y} - Bl_{x,y})} \cdot N \]  

(2)

where \( I_{\text{corr}} \) is the corrected image, \( I_{x,y} \) correspond to each pixel of the uncorrected image \( I \), \( Bl_{x,y} \) correspond to each pixel of the dark image (for evaluation of the electrical noise) and \( Wh_{x,y} \) correspond to each pixel in the image taken on a white reference.

This work aims to briefly illustrate some methods for segmentation of images obtained under the microscope in reflected light, showing the results and putting light on its strengths and weaknesses. A short Live Script made in MATLAB was used to carry out the analysis.

2. Material and methods

For this work, we decided to use a hematite sample (Figure 1) that we have embedded in a red-colored epoxy resin and polished on the upper surface to highlight the crystals structures, the resin pores present, and to be able to carry out the image segmentation. We have chosen to work on this mineral because it has a simple structure on which to show how the different segmentation algorithms work. Furthermore,
we have deliberately allowed residues of polishing dust to accumulate in the pores, to show the robustness of some methods in being able to separate this material. The image was acquired using an industrial reflected light microscope equipped with a 14-megapixel CCD camera. To speed up the analysis, the program that has been written in MATLAB allows you to select an ROI on which to carry out the segmentation, reducing the number of pixels to be analyzed and speed up the elaboration time.

Figure 1. Hematite sample. A) Total sample image, the image represents an area of 20 x 11.25 mm²; B) position of the selected ROI area; C) ROI image, the image represents an ROI of 10.8 x 9.4mm².

After selecting the ROI that interests us on the photographed area of the sample under analysis, we can proceed with different segmentation methods.

2.1. Otsu thresholding

Certainly, when an image must be segmented, the first method that comes to mind is that of Otsu thresholding [38–40]. In few words, the algorithm allows us, once our colour image has been transformed into grayscale, to find a unique grey-value (global threshold value T) for which the pixels are divided into two classes: foreground and background. The T value was used to binarize the grayscale image as follow:

\[ p_{\text{bin}} = 0 \text{ if } p_{\text{gray}} < T \]
\[ p_{\text{bin}} = 1 \text{ if } p_{\text{gray}} > T \]

Where \( p_{\text{bin}} \) is the pixel value in the new binarized image and \( p_{\text{gray}} \) is the original grayscale image pixel value. This method is relatively simple to implement and is very effective in less complex images with few details.

2.2. Triangle method thresholding

If there are very weak peaks in the histogram, due to small details of the image, such as, in our case, blistering due to the resin, the triangle method can be very useful. A line is constructed between the maximum of the histogram at (b) and the lowest (or highest depending on context) value (a) in the histogram. The distance L normal to the line and between the line and the histogram \( h(b) \) is computed for all values from a to b. The level where the distance between the histogram and the line is maximal is the threshold value (level). This technique is particularly effective when the object pixels produce a weak peak in the histogram [41].

2.3. K-means segmentation

The k-means method consists of the subdivision of n observations into k clusters to which all the observations with the mean closest to the centre (or centroid) of the cluster will belong. The result of this algorithm leads to a partitioning of the space in what are the Voronoi [42] cells, based on the method of calculating the distance of each observation from the centroid of the cluster, different results can be obtained [43].
2.4. Self-Organized Maps segmentation

Self-organizing maps belong to the series of artificial intelligence algorithms, which involve unsupervised training to produce a reduction in feature space. This means that given a set of images \( I^n \) in which different features of the sample under analysis are reproduced, where \( n \) represents the space of the features, during the training of the SOM this space will be reduced to a size equal to the number of neurons chosen for the network. The result obtained is a new set of binary images (where 0 = black and 1 = white), which represent a dimensional reduction of the space of the incoming features. The results of this dimensional scaling can be very interesting for the segmentation of images as they tend to combine those features that have a correlation between them that is not simply spatial but also concerns the behaviour of reflected light [44–47].

3. Results and discussions

The first type of segmentation we applied, based on a grey threshold using the Otsu algorithm returns the image in the Figure 2 on the left. We can observe how it is possible to simply separate the embedding resin from what is the mineral sample, while the polishing dust, deposited in the pores, is segmented together with the mineral. As previously written, this method is very powerful in the case of very simple images that have very distinct areas consisting of only two components. As can be seen from the image, the area occupied by the hematite is well segmented although the porous areas filled with polishing residues also fall into the same segment.

The triangle thresholding method is very efficient if we are faced with an image that has very low peaks in the histogram (Figure 2 on the right).

![Figure 2. Segmentation with Otsu grey threshold on the left and triangle method on the right.](image)

The interesting feature of this method is to be able to threshold elements that have low-intensity peaks within the histogram (Figure 3). In this case, we can see how the triangle method has also managed to segment the mineral that can be glimpsed below the embedding resin and at the same time presents a much clearer border demarcation. Reading the histogram of the image with indicated the threshold points for both methods allows us to understand the reason for this different segmentation: while the threshold value for the Otsu method is centered on the maximum of the histogram, the threshold value for the triangle method was centered on the first of the two large and low peaks present, consisting of values shifted more towards white and with a wider distribution (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Gray levels Histogram of the ROI. The green peak line identifies the threshold value obtained with the triangle method while the blue peak line identifies the threshold value for the Otsu method.

The segmentation with the method of k-means comes to our aid when in the histogram of our ROI, there are several peaks (as in our case). The k-means can be chosen on a heuristic basis, or the value of k can be chosen automatically, based on the number of peaks identified in the ROI histogram (as in our case).

Four distinct peaks are identified in the histogram (Figure 3), two very narrow and intense peaks in the portion referable to dark grey tones and two very wide and not very intense peaks in the portion attributable to light grey tones. This leads to a segmentation of the image into four distinct features corresponding to the mineral, the polishing dust deposited in the pores, the resin, and the edges of the pores. This segment is due to the variation in light intensity of the mineral in contact with the pores and with the resin. It is noted that although the segments reflect the actual characteristics of the ROI investigated, their limits are not yet well defined and precise.

For some time our research group has been using self-organized maps (SOM) to segment elementary maps made with a scanning micro-LIBS system [26,29,48]. Having already proven its effectiveness in the segmentation of images that present minor problems compared to those made using an optical reflected light microscope, we decided to try to apply the method also in this area.

SOM-type neural networks can segment images based on the characteristics generated by the physical properties of the material and at the same time preserve their topology. This has the consequence of generating a precise segmentation from the point of view of the recognized features, but
also of the precision of their limits. However, it must be borne in mind that everything depends on optimizing the choice of the number of neurons in the network. The optimization is carried out in this short study by performing several experiments with an increasing number of neurons. Since, it has been noticed that already with five neurons some features that belong to the same object are separated, we have opted for four neurons.

![Figure 5. SOM segmentation of ROI. Cian and Blue represent the Resin and the polishing residues, light green represent the mineral, and brown the limit of ore mineral.](image)

If we look at the individual segments of the ROI, we can more easily identify the texture of the mineral and the respective percentage areas occupied by the segmented features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seg 1</th>
<th>Seg 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Seg 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Seg 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area: 23%</td>
<td>Area: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seg 3</td>
<td>Seg 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Seg 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Seg 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area: 17%</td>
<td>Area: 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6. Results of the individual segments of the ROI with relative pixel area (%).](image)

4. Conclusions
In the segmentation of the image in reflected-light microscopy, there are several factors to be considered, which can constitute a problem in the segmentation and interpretation of the images. To mitigate some of these problems there are simple algorithms that allow obtaining good starting images. The classical thresholding methods are very effective in the case of non-complex images. Where the elements to be
separated are few and already well defined and contrasted. The segmentation is carried out with the k-means method, where the parameter k is automatically chosen on the histogram of the image, it is possible to obtain a better separation and definition of the different areas of the observed sample. The SOM neural network requires a careful choice of the number of neurons on a heuristic basis. Being guided by the knowledge of the operator allows a better clustering of the sample, while providing natively binarized images (the SOM clusters), on which it is possible to directly perform area calculations. The criteria on which we based our evaluation of image quality, following the indications of Haralick & Shapiro [49] are based on an evaluation of the characteristic criteria and of the semantic criteria. Based on these parameters, the segmentation obtained through the neural network is the best among the algorithms proposed in this short work.
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